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effortless
Our goal is to make your life easier when it
comes to trade show exhibits. From placing your
Showbooth™ order. . . to prompt delivery. . . to shipping and using your display. . . to having peace of
mind with the lifetime warranty. You can count on
Quality One Engineering every step of the way.
Ease of Set Up

1.

2.

3.

1. Effortlessly pop up the lightweight aircraft aluminum frame
of Showbooth. 2. Unfold and add the channel bars.
3. Hang the self-aligning panels. Easy!

It's easy to transport the 10-ft. Showbooth display in two wheeled cases.

enduring
Engineered Quality
We're unique because all of our manufacturing
equipment has been engineered by us to meet
the highest quality standards and to achieve
optimum levels of automated productivity. As
a result, we can sell the top-quality Showbooth
for less.

Top-of-the-Line
Aircraft aluminum framework and lightweight
ABS folding channel bars are so durable that
they have a lifetime warranty. For the selfaligning panels, Frontrunner fabric is bonded
to virtually indestructible 20-mil vinyl. Every
piece, every part, has been engineered and
A 10-ft. Showbooth with a two-panel mural is an
effective way to present your image.

made in the U.S.A. to be sturdy, long lasting
and maintenance-free.

Left: Sturdy, easy-to-use connectors give Showbooth’s tubular framework even greater stability. Right: Magnet-to-magnet attachment of
self-aligning panels means your display looks its best show after show.

economical
You will not find a better value in pop-up
displays anywhere. With Showbooth, you
don't have to choose between price and
quality—now you get both! Save money
every time you use your display with low
shipping costs (UPS or FedEx), and there
is no need for show labor for set-up.
Experience Counts
Showbooth displays are backed by an
exceptional combination of engineering
know-how and 20 years of extraordinary
customer service.

The 6-ft. Quad is a cost-effective table top display that has high impact.

Save money and time!
Convert your cases to a podium.

“Every company’s greatest assets are its
customers, because without customers
there is no company.”
–Michael LeBoeut, Author and Speaker

effective
A few of the more effective standard Showbooth
kits are shown below. Lobby displays, towers,
peninsula and island designs are also available.
Your Showbooth representative will work with
you to select or create a configuration to meet
your specific requirements.

10‘ Deluxe Kit :: SB10PU2

6‘ Quad :: SB62TT

KTVW UNIVISION 33, Phoenix, needed a dependable display
that would be used throughout the year at Hispanic
community events with more than a million attendees.

10‘ Flat Wall :: SB10FWU2

8‘ Table Top :: SB8TT

20‘ Wing Kit :: SB20WU4

3 Panel Folding
Table Top :: SBFTT29

4 Panel Folding
Table Top :: SBFTT434

Choose from a wide variety of fabric colors, and add lights, lightboxes, internal or external shelves to any of
the kits to make them even more efficient.
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